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AbstratA learning aount for the problem of objet reog-nition is developed within the PAC (Probably Approx-imately Corret) model of learnability. The proposedapproah makes no assumptions on the distribution ofthe observed objets, but quanti�es suess relative toits past experiene. Most importantly, the suess oflearning an objet representation is naturally tied tothe ability to represent it as a funtion of some inter-mediate representations extrated from the image.We evaluate this approah in a large sale exper-imental study in whih the SNoW learning arhite-ture is used to learn representations for the 100 objetsin the Columbia Objet Image Database (COIL-100).The SNoW-based method is shown to outperform othermethods in terms of reognition rates; its performanedegrades graefully when the training data ontainsfewer views and in the presene of olusion noise.1 IntrodutionThe role of learning in omputer vision researhhas beome inreasingly more signi�ant in reentyears. Statistial learning theory has had an inu-ene on many appliations ranging from lassi�ationand objet reognition, grouping and segmentation,illumination modeling, sene reonstrution and oth-ers. The rising role of learning methods, made possibleby signi�ant improvements in omputing power andstorage, is largely motivated by the realization thatexpliit modeling of omplex phenomena in a messyworld annot be done without a signi�ant role oflearning, both for model and knowledge aquisition,and to support generalization and avoid brittleness.Nevertheless, many statistial and probabilisti learn-ing models require making expliit assumptions, e.g.,on the distribution that governs the ourrenes of in-stanes in the world. For many visual inferene prob-lems suh as reognition, ategorization and detetion,making these assumptions seems unrealisti.This work develops a distribution free learning the-ory aount to an arhetypial visual reognition prob-lem: objet reognition. The problem is viewed asthat of learning a representation of an objet that,

given a new image, is used to reognize the target ob-jet in it. The learning aount is developed withinthe PAC (Probably Approximately Corret) model oflearnability [16℄. This framework allows us to (1)quantify suess relative to the distribution of the ob-served objets, without making assumptions on thedistribution. (That is, learnability guarantees thatobjets sampled from the same distribution as the onethat governed the experiene of the learner will bereognized orretly.) (2) study the theoretial limitsof what an be learned from images in terms of theexpressivity of the intermediate representation usedby the learning proess and (3) develop pratial al-gorithmi solutions to the problem and exhibit theirsuperiority over other methods.Earlier works have disussed the possibility of iden-tifying the theoretial limits of what an be learnedfrom images [14℄ and found that learning in terms ofthe raw representation of the images is omputation-ally intratable. Attempts to explain this foused thedependene of learnability on the representation of theobjet [4℄ but failed to provide a satisfatory expla-nation for it, or a pratial solution. The approahdeveloped here builds on suggestions made in [9℄ andrelies heavily on the development of a feature eÆientlearning approah [10, 3℄. That is, a learning proessapable of learning in domains in whih there is a verylarge number of potential features but any onept ofinterest atually depends on a fairly small number ofthose. At the heart of the learnability approah aretwo assumptions that we abstrat as follows:Representation: There exists a (possibly in�nite)olletionM of \explanations" suh that an ob-jet an be represented as a simple funtion ofpolynomially many elements inM.Proedural: There exists a proess that, given animage that is a positive example of the target ob-jet O generates, in polynomial time, \explana-tions" in M that are present in the image andsuh that, with high probability, at least one ofthem is in the representation of O.



Under these assumptions we prove that there existsan eÆient algorithm that an learn a good represen-tation of the objet in the sense that, with high prob-ability, it would make orret preditions on futureimages that ontain (or do not ontain) the objet.Furthermore, we show that under these onditions,the learned representations are robust under realis-ti noise onditions. A signi�ant non-assumption ofour approah is that it has no prior knowledge on thedistribution of images nor it is trying to estimate it.Setion 2 desribes this framework in details.The framework developed here is very general. Theexplanations alluded to above an represent a varietyof omputational proesses and information souresthat operate on the image. They an depend on lo-al properties of the image, the relative positions ofprimitives in the image, and even external informa-tion soures or ontext variables. Thus, the theoreti-al support given here applies also to an intermediatelearning stage in a hierarhial proess. The main as-sumptions of the framework are disussed in Se. 3.For this framework to ontribute to a pratial so-lution, and given our assumptions, there needs to bea omputational approah that is able to learn inthe presene of a large number of potential \expla-nations". The evaluation we provide for this frame-work relies on the SNoW learning arhiteture [3℄that is used here in a large sale objet reognitionexperiment. The SNoW system (available publilyat http://L2R.s.uiu.edu/~ogomp.html) is de-sribed in Se. 4, and the experimental study in Se. 5.2 Learning FrameworkWe study learnability within the standard PACmodel [16℄ and the mistake-bound model [10℄. In thelearning senario, we are given a onept lass C, alass of f0; 1g-valued funtion over the instane spaeX with an assoiated omplexity parameter n, andthere is some unknown target onept fT 2 C that weare trying to learn. In the mistake-bound model, ateah learning stage, an example x 2 X is presented;the learning algorithm is asked to predit fT (x) andis then told whether the predition was orret. Eahtime the learning algorithm makes an inorret pre-dition, we harge it one mistake. We say that C ismistake-bound learnable if there exists a polynomial-time predition algorithm A (possibly randomized)that for all fT 2 C and any sequene of examples isguaranteed to make at most polynomially many (inn) mistakes. We say that C is expeted mistake-boundlearnable if there exists A, as above, suh that the ex-peted number of mistakes it makes for all fT 2 Cand any sequene of examples is at most polynomi-

ally many (in n). Note that the expetation is takenover the random hoies made by A; there is no prob-ability distribution assoiated with the sequenes. Inlearning an unknown target funtion fT 2 C in thePAC model, we assume that there is a �xed but ar-bitrary and unknown distribution D over the instanespae X. The learning algorithm sees examples drawnindependently aording to D together with their la-beling (positive/negative). Then it is required to pre-dit the value of fT on another example drawn a-ording to D. Denote by h(x) the predition of thealgorithm on the example x 2 X. The error of thealgorithm with respet to fT and D is measured byerror(h) = Prx2DffT (x) 6= h(x)g.We say that C is PAC-learnable if there exists apolynomial-time learning algorithm A and a polyno-mial p(�; �; �) suh that for all n � 1, all target on-epts fT 2 C, all distribution D over X, and all � > 0and 0 < Æ � 1, suh that if the algorithm A is givenp(n; 1=�; 1=Æ) examples, then with probability at least1� Æ, A's hypothesis, h, is suh that error(h) � �. Itan be shown that if a onept lass C is learnable inthe expeted mistake-bound model (and thus in themistake bound model) then it is PAC-learnable [6℄. Inpratie, learning is evaluated on a training set. Thehope that a lassi�er learned from a training set willperform well on previously unseen examples is basedon the basi theorem of learning theory [16, 17℄ whih,stated informally, guarantees that if the training dataand the test data are sampled from the same distri-bution, good performane on large enough1 trainingsample guarantees good performane on the test data(i.e., good \true" error).2.1 Learning SenarioLet I be an input spae of images. Our goal is tolearn a de�nition apple:I ! f0; 1g that, when evalu-ated on a given image, outputs 1 when there is an ap-ple in the image, and 0 otherwise. It is lear, though,that this target funtion is very omplex in terms ofthe input spae and, in partiular, may depend onrelational information and even quanti�ed prediates.Many years of researh in learning theory, however,have shown that eÆient learnability of omplex fun-tion is not feasible. In the learning senario desribedhere, therefore, learning will not take e�et diretly interms of the raw input. Rather, we will learn the tar-get de�nitions in terms of an intermediate representa-tion that will be generated from the input image. This1In this sense, the evaluation on a small training set donehere is not as optimal as, say, a fae detetion study [18℄. Note,however, that the theory implies that learning sales well withthe size of the training data, as we show in Se. 5.



will allow us to quantify learnability in terms of theexpressivity of the intermediate representation as wellas the funtion learned on top of it and, in partiular,it would make expliit the requirements from an inter-mediate representation so that learning is possible.Let I be the instane spae (e.g., the spae of allimages). A relation2 is a funtion � : I ! f0; 1g. �an be viewed as an indiator funtion over I, de�ningthe subset of those elements whih are mapped to 1by �. A relation � is ative in I 2 I if �(I) = 1.De�nition 2.1 Let X be an enumerable olletion ofrelations on I. A relation-generation funtion (RGF)is a mapping G : I ! 2X that maps I 2 I to a set ofall elements in X that satisfy �(I) = 1. If there is no� 2 X for whih �(I) = 1, G(I) = �.RGFs an be thought as a way to de�ne \kinds" ofrelations, or to parameterize over a large spae of rela-tions. Only when presented with an instane I 2 I, aonrete relation(s) is generated. For example, G maybe the RGF that orresponds to all vertial edges ofsize 3 in an image. Given an image, a list of all theseedges that are present in the image is produed.We now present a mistake-bound algorithm for alass of funtions that an be represented as DNF for-mulae over the spae X of all relations. As indiated,this implies a PAC learning algorithm, but the proofis for the mistake-bound ase is simpler. In Se. 5 wewill learn a more general funtion { a linear thresh-old funtion over onjuntions of relations in X ; thetheoretial results an be expended to this ase.De�nition 2.2 Let X be a set of relations that anbe generated by a set of RGFs. Let M be a olletionof monomials (onjuntions) over the elements of X ,and p(n), q(n) and g(n) be polynomials. Let CM bethe lass of all funtions whih are disjuntions of atmost p(n) monomials in M. Following [9℄, we allCM polynomially explainable if there exists an eÆ-ient (polynomial-time) algorithm B suh that for ev-ery funtion f 2 CM, and every positive example off as input, B outputs at most q(n) monomials (notneessarily all of them are inM) suh that with prob-ability at least 1=g(n) at least one of them appears inf (the probability is taken over the oin-ips of the(possibly probabilisti) algorithm B).We note that, in priniple, it is possible to abstratthe generation of the onjuntions into the RGFs(Def. 2.1). However, we would like to emphasize the2In the mahine learning literature a relation is sometimesalled a feature.

generation of onjuntion over simple relations and thepossibility of learning on top of it, given arguments inthe literature of its e�etiveness and potential biolog-ial plausibility [5, 15℄.We emphasize that f itself is not given to the algo-rithm B. Also note that a funtion f in the lass CMmay have several equivalent representations overM.Theorem 2.1 If CM is polynomially explainable thenCM is expeted mistake-bound learnable. Furthermore,if CM is polynomially explainable by an algorithm Bthat always outputs at least one term of f (i.e., g(n) �1) then CM is mistake-bound learnable.Proof: [sketh℄ The algorithm is similar to an algo-rithm presented in [1℄ whih learns a disjuntion ofterms in the in�nite attribute model. The algorithmmaintains an hypothesis h whih is a disjuntion ofmonomials. Initially h ontains no monomials (i.e.,h � FALSE). Upon reeiving an example e, the al-gorithm predits h(e); if the predition is orret, h isnot updated. Otherwise, upon a mistaken predition,it proeeds as follows:� If e is positive: exeute B (the algorithm guaran-teed by the assumption that CM is polynomiallyexplainable) on the example e and add the mono-mials it outputs to h.� If e is negative: remove from the hypothesis h allthe monomials that are satis�ed by e (there mustbe at least one).The analysis of the algorithm is straight forward forthe ase g(n) � 1, and more subtle in general.The algorithm used in pratie, in SNoW, is onep-tually similar. The main di�erene is that the hypoth-esis h is a linear threshold funtion over elements inM, and rather than dropping elements from it, theirweight is updated. The details of this proess (Se. 4)are ruial for our approah to be omputationally fea-sible for large sale domains and for robustness.2.2 RobustnessAny realisti learning framework needs to supportdi�erent kinds of noise in its input. Several kinds ofnoise have been studied in the literature in the on-text of PAC learning, and algorithms of the type weonsider here have been shown to be robust to them.The most studied type of noise is that of lassi�a-tion noise [7℄ in whih the examples are assumed tobe given to the learning algorithm with labels thatare ipped with some probability, smaller than 1=2.Learning in our framework an be shown to be robust



to this kind of noise, as well as to a more realisti aseof attribute noise, in whih the the desription of theinput itself is orrupted to a ertain degree. We believethat this is the type of noise that is more relevant inthe urrent ase. First, sine learning is done in termsof the output of the RGFs, whih may introdue somenoise. Seond, sine attribute noise is related to o-lusion noise that is important in objet reognition.Spei�ally, attribute noise an be used to model thetype of noise that usually ours when other objetsappear in the image, behind or in front of the targetobjet. This is formalized using the notion of domi-nation: Let f1; f2 be two onepts. We say that f1 isk-dominated by f2 if eah f1 example an be obtainedfrom an f2 example by ipping at most k of the ativerelations. In this ase, f2 k-dominates f1. The labelsof the examples, however, are generated aording tothe original onept, before the noise is introdued.Theorem 2.2 If a lass CM is learnable by virtue ofbeing polynomially explainable then it is learnable evenif examples of the target lass are luttered by a k-domination attribute noise, for any onstant k.Proof: [Sketh℄ The proof is an extension of thearguments in [11℄ regarding robustness to attributenoise, to the ase of the in�nite attribute model.3 From Theory to PratieSeveral issues need to be addressed in order to ex-hibit the pratiality of our learning framework. The�rst is the availability of a variety of RGFs, apableof extrating from data evidene for the existene ofprimitive visual patterns under di�erent onditions.In this work we illustrate the approah by utilizingsimple edge detetors. The seond issue is the ompo-sition of omplex relations from primitive ones. Thisis ruial sine it allows the representation of omplexfuntions in terms of the relations by learning simplefuntional desriptions over their ompositions. A lan-guage that supports omposition of restrited familiesof onjuntions and an enode strutural relations inimages (e.g., above, to the left of...) is disussed in aompanion paper. This work uses only general on-juntions and restrits only their size.Finally, the issue of learnability whih is the fo-us of this work. In learning situations in vision, thenumber of potential relations (features) that may af-fet eah deision is very large but, typially, only asmall number of them is atually relevant to a dei-sion. Beyond orretness, a realisti learning approahneeds therefore to be relation-eÆient [10℄ in that itslearning omplexity (number of examples required for

onvergene) depends on the number of relevant re-lations and not the global number of relations in thedomain. This an be phrases as the dependene ofgeneralization quality on the number of examples ob-served. Also, sine only a few of the many potentialrelations are ative in any instane, the omplexityof evaluating the learning hypothesis on an instaneshould depend on the number of ative relations inthe input rather than the total number in the domain.And, a learning approah should allow variable inputsize, sine learning is in terms of relations that are gen-erated from the image in a data-driven way, making itimpossible, or impratial, for a learning approah towrite expliitly, in advane, all possible \relations".Given that, the learning approah used in this workis the one developed within the SNoW learning ar-hiteture [13, 3℄. SNoW is spei�ally tailored forlearning in domains in whih the potential number offeatures taking part in deisions is very large, but maybe unknown a priori, as in the in�nite attribute learn-ing model [1℄. Spei�ally, as input, the algorithm re-eives labeled instanes < (x; l) >, where an instanex 2 f0; 1g1 is presented as a list of all the ative re-lations in it and the label is a member of a disreteset of values (e.g., objets identi�ers). Given a do-main instane (an image) a set of pre-existing RGFsare evaluated on it and generate a olletion of rela-tions that are ative in this image; these, in turn, maybe omposed to generate the elements of M. A listof ative elements in M is presented to the learningproedure and learning is done at this level.4 The SNoW ArhitetureThe SNoW (Sparse Network of Winnows3) learningarhiteture is a sparse network of linear units over aommon pre-de�ned or inrementally learned featurespae. Nodes in the input layer of the network repre-sent simple relations over the input instane and arebeing used as the input features. A linear unit is usedfor eah target node and represents a relation or on-ept of interest over the input; in the urrent applia-tion, target nodes represent a de�nition of an objet interms of the relations (features) extrated from the 2Dimage input. An input instane is mapped into a setof features whih are ative in it; this representationis presented to the input layer of SNoW and propa-gates to the target nodes. Target nodes are linked viaweighted edges to (some of) the input features.LetAt = fi1; : : : ; img be the set of features that areative in an example and are linked to the target node3To winnow: to separate ha� from grain.



t. Then the linear unit orresponding to t is ative i�Xi2Atwti > �t;where wti is the weight on the edge onneting the ithfeature to the target node t, and �t is t's threshold.Eah SNoW unit inludes a olletion of subnet-works, one for eah target relations but all using thesame feature spae. Here, we may have one unit withtarget subnetworks for all the target objets or we mayde�ne units to eah have two ompeting target objets.A given example is treated autonomously by eah tar-get subnetwork; an example labeled t may be treatedas a positive example by the subnetwork for t and asa negative example by the rest of the target nodes.The learning poliy is on-line and mistake-driven;several update rules an be used within SNoW. Themost suessful and the only one used in this work, isa variant of Littlestone's Winnow update rule [10℄, amultipliative update rule tailored to the situation inwhih the set of input features is not known a priori, asin [1℄. This mehanism is implemented via the sparsearhiteture of SNoW. That is, (1) input features arealloated in a data driven way { an input node for therelation i is alloated only if i was ative in any inputinstane and (2) a link (i.e., a non-zero weight) existsbetween a target node t and i if and only if i was a-tive in an example labeled t. One of the importantproperties of the sparse arhiteture is that the om-plexity of proessing an example depends only on thenumber of features ative in it, na, and is independentof the total number of features, nt, observed over thelife time of the system. This is important in domainsin whih the total number of features is very large, butonly a small number of them is ative in eah example.The Winnow update rule has, in addition to thethreshold �t at the target t, two update parameters: apromotion parameter � > 1 and a demotion parame-ter 0 < � < 1. These are being used to update the ur-rent representation of the target t (the set of weightswti) only when a mistake in predition is made. LetAt = fi1; : : : ; img be the set of ative features that arelinked to the target node t. If the algorithm predits0 (that is, Pi2At wti � �t) and the reeived label is 1,the ative weights in the urrent example are promotedin a multipliative fashion:8i 2 At; wti  � � wti :If the algorithm predits 1 (Pi2At wti > �t) and thereeived label is 0, the ative weights in the urrentexample are demoted:8i 2 At; wti  � � wti :

All other weights are unhanged.The key feature of the Winnow update rule is thatthe number of examples required to learn a linear fun-tion grows linearly with the number nr of relevant fea-tures and only logarithmially with the total numberof features. This is ruial in domains in whih thenumber of potential features is vast, but a relativelysmall number of them is relevant. Moreover, in thesparse model, the generalization atually sales witha number of examples that sales with O(nr logna).Winnow is known to learn eÆiently (as a funtion ofthe margin in the data) any linear threshold funtionand to be robust in the presene of various kinds ofnoise and in ases where no linear-threshold funtionan make perfet lassi�ations, while still maintain-ing its abovementioned dependene on the number oftotal and relevant attributes [11, 8℄.One target subnetworks have been learned and thenetwork is being evaluated, a winner-take-all meha-nism is employed to selet the dominant ative targetnode in the SNoW unit.5 Experimental EvaluationWe use the Columbia Objet Image Library (COIL-100) database in all the experiments below. COIL isavailable at http://www.s.olumbia.edu/CAVE. TheCOIL-100 dataset onsists of olor images of 100 ob-jets where the images of the objets that were takenat pose intervals of 5Æ, i.e., 72 poses per objet. Theimages were also normalized suh that the larger ofthe two objet dimensions (height and width) �ts theimage size of 128 � 128 pixels. Figure 1 shows theimages of the 100 objets taken in frontal view, i.e.,zero pose angle. The 32 highlighted objets in Figure1 are onsidered more diÆult to reognize in [12℄; weuse all 100 objets inluding these in our experiments.Eah olor image is onverted to a gray-sale image of32� 32 pixels for our experiments.5.1 Results Using Conjuntion of EdgesEdge information ontains signi�ant visual uesfor human pereption and has the potential to pro-vide more information than the previous representa-tion and guarantee robustness. Edge-based represen-tations an be used, for example, to obtain a hier-arhial desription of an objet. While pereptualgrouping has been applied suessfully to many vi-sion problems inluding objet and fae reognition,the grouping proedure is usually somewhat arbitrary.This work an this be viewed as a systemati methodto learn representation of objets based on onjun-tions of edges. For eah image, a Canny edge dete-tor [2℄ is �rst applied to extrat edges. Let I(x; y)represent the (x; y) pixel in an image I. Let E(x; y)



Figure 1: Columbia Objet Image Library (COIL-100) onsists of 100 objets of varying poses (5Æ apart). Theobjets are shown in row order where the highlighted ones are those onsidered more diÆult to reognize in [12℄.
be the Canny edge map in whih E(x; y) = 1 indiatesthe existene of an edge at I(x; y). To prune extra-neous small edge fragments and redue the omputa-tion omplexity we keep only edges with length abovesome threshold (e.g., 3 pixels). Ê is the resulting edgemap after pruning. That is, the pixel I(x; y) is on-sidered to ontain signi�ant pereptual informationto desribe the objet, when Ê(x; y) = 1; otherwise,Ê(x; y) = 0. For onsisteny we index an edge usingits top left pixel. For eah pixel we maintain up totwo possible edges in the resulting Ê map, a vertialone and a horizontal one, denoted bye =< (x; y); d >; d 2 fv; hg:Features are generated to represent onjuntions ofsize two of these edges. That is, features are elementsof the ross produtÊ � Ê = f(e; e0)je 6= e0g:This representation thus onstitutes a hierarhial rep-resentation of an objet whih enodes the spatial rela-tionships of the edges in an objet. Figure 2 illustratesthe bene�t of this enoding in objet reognition. Itshows two objets with very similar appearane forwhih the edge maps (where the minimum length is 3)are di�erent. This di�erene grows when onjuntionsof edges are used. Finally, we note that the numberof potential features when using this representation isvery large, but very few of them are ative. Foreah 32� 32 edge map, we �rst extrat the horizontaland vertial edges whose length is at least 3 pixels.Therefore, we have two 32 � 32 edge maps in whihthe value of a pixel is 1 if it is on an edge. A vetorfor an objet onsists of the raster sans of these twomaps, in whih onjuntions of any two elements areomputed. Thus, a feature vetor of eah objet on-sists, in priniple, of �20482 � = 2096128 onjuntions,of whih only an average of 1822 are ative (present)

in feature vetors of objets in the COIL-100 dataset.To redue the omputational omplexity of the learn-ing proess, the feature vetors are further pruned sothat only the 512 most frequently ourring featuresare retained in eah instane representation. This or-responds to the proess that produes elements inM,alluded to in Def. 2.2. Note that the de�nition sup-ports a randomized proess, in this ase, we use onebased on frequeny of feature ourrene.Table 1 shows the performane of our method usingonjuntions of edges to represent objets. We varythe number of views of an objet (k) during trainingand use the rest of the views (72 � k) of an objetfor testing. The results indiate that onjuntions ofedges provide useful information for objet reognitionand that SNoW is able to learn with it. The experi-mental results also exhibit that the superiority of theonjuntions based representation inreases when thenumber of views per objet is limited.5.2 Results Using Pixel-Based Represen-tationTo evaluate the SNoW approah with edge-basedrepresentation, we ompare the experimental resultsof other lassi�ers. The pixel-based representation isused for the SNoW, Support Vetor Mahine (SVM)and nearest neighbor lassi�ers with eah image is on-verted to a raster san vetor of intensity values.The pixel-based representation in the SNoW ap-proah onsists of a set of Boolean features that en-ode the positions and intensity values of pixels. Letthe (x; y) pixel of an image with width w and heighth have intensity value I(x; y) (0 � I(x; y) � 255).This information is enoded as a feature whose in-dex is 256 � (y � w + x) + I(x; y). This represen-tation ensures that di�erent points in the fposition� intensityg spae are mapped to di�erent features.(That is, the feature indexed 256�(y�w+x)+I(x; y)is ative if and only if the intensity in position (x; y)



(a) objet65 (b) edgemap () hor.edge (d) vert.edge (e) objet13 (f) edgemap (g) hor.edge (h) vert.edgeFigure 2: Two objets with similar appearane (in terms of shape and intensity values) but very di�erent edgemaps. Note that some of the edges are blurred or missing beause of aggressive downsampling (from 128 � 128to 32� 32 pixels).
Table 1: Experimental results of three lassi�ers using the 100 objets in the COIL-100 dataset# of views/objet36 18 8 43600 5400 6400 6800tests tests tests testsSNoW w/ onjuntion of edges 96.25% 94.13% 89.23% 88.28%SNoW w/ intensity values 95.81% 92.31% 85.13% 81.46%Linear Support Vetor Mahine 96.03% 91.30% 84.80% 78.50%Nearest Neighbor 98.50% 87.54% 79.52% 74.63%

is I(x; y).) In our experiments images are normal-izes so that w = h = 32. Note that although thenumber of potential features in our representation is262; 144 (32 � 32 � 256), only 1024 of those are a-tive (present) in eah example, and it is plausible thatmany features will never be ative. Indeed, in one ofthe experiments, only 13,805 of these features wereever ative. Sine the algorithm's omplexity dependson the number of ative features in an example ratherthan the total number of features, the sparseness alsoontributes to eÆieny. Also notie that althoughthis representation seems simplisti, the performanelevels reahed are surprisingly good.Table 1 shows the reognition rates of the SNoW-based methods, the SVM-based method (using lineardot produt for the kernel funtion), and the nearestneighbor lassi�er using the COIL-100 dataset. Theimportant parameter here is that we vary the numberof views of an objet (k) during training and use therest of the views (72� k) of an objet for testing.The experimental results show that the SNoW-based method performs as well as the SVM-basedmethod when many views of the objets are presentduring training and outperforms the SVM-basedmethod when the numbers of views is limited. Al-though it is not surprising to see that the reognition

rate dereases as the number of views available dur-ing training dereases, it is worth notiing that bothSNoW and SVM are apable of reognizing 3D ob-jets in the COIL-100 dataset with satisfatory per-formane if enough views (e.g., > 18) are providedand seem to be fairly robust even if only a limitednumber of views (e.g., 8 and 4) is used for training;the performane of both methods degrades graefully.Overall, the SNoW-based method using onjuntionsof edges learly outperforms other lassi�ers.5.3 Noise ModelTo test whether the proposed learning frameworkis noise tolerant, we selet a set of 10 objets4 fromthe COIL-100 dataset and add in arti�ial olusionsfor experiments. In the data set, eah objet has 36images (10Æ apart) for training and the remaining 36images for tests. The objet images are oluded by astrip ontrolled by four parameters (�; p; l; g) where �denote the angle of the strip, p denote the perentageof oluded area, l denote the loation of the enter ofthe strip, and g denote the intensity values of the strip.Figure 3 shows some objet images and the oludedobjet images for f�; p; l; gg = f45Æ; 15%; (16; 16); 0g.4More spei�ally, the objets are seleted from the set ofobjets on whih the nearest neighbor lassi�er makes most mis-takes, objets 8, 13, 23, 27, 31, 42, 65, 78, 80, 91.



This SNoW lassi�er is tested against this dataset us-

(a) (b)Figure 3: Objets images with and without olusionas well their edge maps.
ing the edge-based representation. Table 2 shows theexperimental results with and without olusions onthis set of 10 objets with 36 views. The reogni-tion performane degrades only slightly from 92.03%to 88.78%. Note that the objets are those on whihthe nearest neighbor lassi�er makes most mistakes.
Table 2: Experimental results of SNoW lassi�er onoluded images with 36 views per objetReognition rate Reognition ratew/o olusion w/ olusionSNoW 92.03% 88.78%
6 Summary and ConlusionsWe proposed a learning framework for visual learn-ing and evaluated it experimentally in the ontext oflearning for objet reognition. In this approah learn-ability an be rigorously studied without making as-sumptions on the distribution of the observed objetsbut, via the PAC model, the learned hypothesis' per-formane naturally depends on its prior experiene.An important feature of the approah is that learn-ing is not studied diretly in terms of the raw data butrather with respet to intermediate representations ex-trated from it and an thus be quanti�ed in terms ofthe ability to generate expressive intermediate repre-sentations. It partiular, it makes expliit the require-ments from these representations to allow learnability.We believe that researh in vision should onentrateon the study of these intermediate representations.We have illustrated our approah in a large saleexperimental study in whih we use the SNoW learn-ing arhiteture to learn representations for the 100objets in COIL-100. Although it is lear that objetreognition in isolation is not the ultimate goal, this
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